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bstract

The Ba0.5Sr0.5Zn0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (BSZF) complex oxide with cubic perovskite structure was synthesized and examined as a new cobalt-free cathode
or intermediate-temperature solid oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFCs). The electrical conductivity was relatively low with a peak value of 9.4 S cm−1 at
bout 590 ◦C, which was mainly caused by the high concentration of oxygen vacancy and the doping of bivalent zinc in B-sites. At 650 ◦C and
nder open circuit condition, symmetrical BSZF cathode on Sm-doped ceria (SDC) electrolyte showed polarization resistances (Rp) of 0.48 � cm2
nd 0.35 � cm2 in air and oxygen, respectively. The dependence of Rp with oxygen partial pressure indicated that the rate-limiting step for oxygen
eduction was oxygen adsorption/desorption kinetics. Using BSZF as the cathode, the wet hydrogen fueled Ni + SDC anode-supported single cell
xhibited peak power densities of 392 mW cm−2 and 626 mW cm−2 at 650 ◦C when stationary air and oxygen flux were used as oxidants, respectively.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Intermediate-temperature solid oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFCs)
perating at 500–800 ◦C have attracted considerable interest
n recent years [1–3]. Lowering the operation temperature
an minimize various problems associated with high tem-
erature operation, such as the ionic interdiffusions between
lectrode/electrolyte interfaces, sintering of electrodes. In addi-
ion, advantages including the use of inexpensive stainless steel
s the interconnect, lower operating cost and fast starting time are
lso driving forces for research of IT-SOFCs. Regarding the solid
lectrolyte, Sm-/Gd-doped ceria (SDC/GDC) or Sr-, Mg- co-
oped lanthanum gallate (LSGM) electrolytes with significantly
igher ion conductivity than yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ)
re suitable for the lower temperature operation [4]. For cath-

de, traditional LaxSr1−xMnO3 (LSM) perovskites are widely
egarded as one of the most promising cathodes with good per-
ormance at around 800 ◦C [5]. With the decrease of temperature,
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owever, the cathode overpotential of LSMs increases dramati-
ally mainly due to the relatively low values of oxygen surface
xchange coefficient and the oxygen diffusion coefficient [6]. It
s, therefore, of great importance to develop high performance
athode materials for the IT-SOFCs.

Perovskite-type mixed ionic and electronic conductors
MIECs) have been widely investigated as potential cathodes
perated in the intermediate temperature range. Considerable
nterest is devoted to cobalt-containing perovskite-type oxides,
uch as Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ (SSC) [7,8], LaxSr1−xCoyFe1−yO3−δ

LSCF) [9–11] and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (BSCF) [12–14],
tc. Oxygen-deficient MIECs can simultaneously transport
lectron and oxygen ion defects, which greatly extends the
ctive sites from traditional triple phase boundaries (TPBs)
t the cathode/electrolyte interface to the entire surface of
he porous cathode. The TPBs length of MIEC cathodes
an be orders of magnitude higher than traditional LSM
athodes. Therefore, these MIEC cathodes can exhibit higher

lectro-catalysis properties toward oxygen reduction than
SMs cathodes. However, these cobalt-based cathodes often
uffer some problems like high thermal expansion coefficients
TECs) and high cost of cobalt element. In recent years, many
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obalt-free perovskite-type materials were reported for the
athodes of IT-SOFC, such as LaxSr1−xFeO3−δ (LSF) [15,16],
axSr1−xFeyNi1−yO3−δ (LSNF) [17,18], Pr0.7Sr0.3Fe1−x

ixO3−δ(PSFN) [19], LaxSr1−xCuO2.5−δ [20], etc. For exam-
le, the polarization resistance of the 40 wt% LSF-YSZ
athode was found to be approximately 0.1 � cm at 700 ◦C
21]. On SDC electrolyte, the polarization resistances of pure
a0.4Sr0.6Ni0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (LSNF) and LSNF-45 vol.% SDC
omposite cathodes were measured to be about 0.5 � cm and
.16 � cm at 700 ◦C, respectively [18].

Recently, Wang et al. have developed the
a0.5Sr0.5Zn0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (BSZF) perovskite oxide as a
ovel cobalt-free oxygen permeable membrane, based
n the fact that SrFeO3−δ is a mixed conductor [22].
t 950 ◦C, BSZF membrane exhibited higher oxygen-
ermeation flux (1.45 mm in thickness, 0.35 ml min−1 cm−2)
han that of La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (1 mm in thickness,
.25 ml min−1 cm−2). Furthermore, it showed good chemical
tability even under low oxygen partial pressure of 10−12 atm,
hich is also preferred for SOFC cathodes. Considering that
SCF is widely used for IT-SOFC cathode, herein we tried to

nvestigate BSZF as a novel cobalt-free cathode IT-SOFCs.
he BSZF powder was synthesized via wet chemical method
nd its electrical conductivity and electrochemical performance
ere characterized in detail to investigate its suitability as the

athode of IT-SOFCs.

. Experimental

.1. Preparation of the BSZF powder

The powder of Ba0.5Sr0.5Zn0.2Fe0.8O3−δ was synthesized by
he modified sol–gel method using combined citric acid and
thylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) complexing agents.

flowchart is given in Fig. 1 for the preparation of the
SZF powder. The starting materials were Ba(NO3)2, Sr(NO3)2,
n(NO3)2·6H2O, Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, EDTA, citric acid and
mmonia, all of which were analytical reagent grade (>99%).
he desired amounts of metal nitrates were first dissolved in
DTA-NH3·H2O solution (heated at 80 ◦C). Then, a certain
mount of citric acid was added with a molar ratio of EDTA:citric
cid:total metal ions of 1:1.5:1. After the evaporation of water,
viscous brown gel was obtained, which was subsequently kept
t 150 ◦C overnight and resulted in a sponge-like dry precursor.
fter heat-treatment at 950 ◦C for 5 h in a muffle furnace, black
SZF powder was obtained and its crystal structure was exam-

ned by a Shimadzu XRD-6000 X-ray powder diffractometer
XRD, Cu K� radiation, λ = 0.15418 nm). Thermogravimetry
nalysis (TGA) of calcined BSZF powder was performed by a
A SDT2960 from room temperature to 1000 ◦C in air (heating
ate = 10 ◦C min−1, flow rate = 100 ml min−1).

.2. Electrical conductivity measurement
The phase-pure BSZF powder was pressed uniaxially at
00 MPa and sintered at 1170 ◦C for 10 h with a heating/cooling
ate of 2 ◦C min−1. The relative density of BSZF pellet was

S
t
o
b

Fig. 1. Procedure for preparation of the BSZF powder.

bout 96.5%, as measured by the standard Archimedes method
sing purified water. Electrical conductivity was measured using
he four-probe method from room temperature to 900 ◦C in air,
sing a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter and a Yuguang AI 808P
rogrammed-temperature controller.

.3. Electrochemical and microstructure characterizations

The Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (SDC) powder, prepared from citrate-
ombustion method, was pressed into pellets at 200 MPa and
intered at 1400 ◦C for 4 h, serving as the substrates for sym-
etric cell. The diameter and thickness of sintered SDC pellets
ere 10.2 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively, with a relative den-

ity of ∼98%. The anode-supported SDC bilayer was prepared
y a so-called dry-pressing method [23]. NiO + SDC mixture
65%: 35% in weight with certain pore former) was pre-pressed
t 200 MPa as substrate. Then loose SDC powder, synthesized
y glycine-nitrite process (GNP), was uniformly distributed
nto anode substrate, co-pressed at 250 MPa and sintered sub-
equently at 1400 ◦C for 4 h to densitify the SDC film. The
iameter and thickness of the sintered anode-supported cell
ere 10.5 mm and 0.6 mm, respectively. The cathode slurry was
repared by mixing the thoroughly ground BSZF powder with
rganic binder (6 wt% ethyl cellulose and terpineol). The slurry
as painted on both side of the dense SDC disks or on the center
f SDC film and dried subsequently at about 150 ◦C for half an
our. Finally, BSZF cathodes were calcinated at 950 ◦C for 4 h
n stagnant air with heating and cooling rates of 2–3 ◦C min−1.
he cathode effective areas were about 0.16 cm2.

For electrochemical characterizations, silver paste (DAD-87,

hanghai Research Institute of Synthetic Resins) was coated on

he electrode surfaces as the current collector. The performances
f BSZF half-cell and single cell were determined by the com-
ined system with a Solartron SI 1260 impedance/gain-phase
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nalyzer and a Solartron SI 1287 electrochemical interface.
lectrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) were obtained in the

requency range of 91 kHz to 0.1 Hz with ac signal amplitude
f 10 mV under open-circuit conditions. The Z-view 2.3 soft-
are was used to analyze the obtained impedance spectra. For
SZF/SDC/BSZF cell testing, the cathode was evaluated in

wo-electrode symmetric cell configuration. Impedance spec-
ra were obtained in oxygen–nitrogen mixtures controlled by a

ass flow controller (D08-4D/2M, Seven Star Huachuang). An
ttria-stabilized zirconia sensor was used to monitor the in situ
xygen partial pressure. For single cell testing, the anode side
f the pellet was sealed on one end of the alumina tube using
ilver paste. The cell was measured by four-probe configuration.
he anode compartment was fed by humidified hydrogen with
vol.% H2O at the flow rate of 100 ml min−1, while the cathode
as exposed to stationary air or oxygen (100 ml min−1) as oxi-
ants. Microstructures of the BSZF powder, BSZF symmetric
ell and single cell were observed by a Hitachi S-570 scanning
lectron microscope (SEM).

. Results and discussion

.1. Powder characterizations

Fig. 2 presents XRD pattern of the BSZF powder after cal-
ination at 950 ◦C for 5 h. Sharp lines reflect a well-developed
rystallization and all the peaks can be well indexed as a cubic
erovskite structure with the space group of Pm3m(2 1 1), indi-
ating that its Goldschmidt tolerance factor is around 1. The
attice parameter and the cell volume of BSZF are calculated to
e a = 0.398 nm and V = 0.063 nm3, respectively. Fig. 3 shows
he SEM micrograph of the as-synthesized BSZF powder. A
oral-like structure can be clearly observed with many pores at
he micrometer scale that left by the burning of organics. The
alls are very thin and the porous structure can be easily crushed
o fine powder.
Fig. 4 shows the temperature dependences weight change

nd oxygen content for BSZF powder in air. It can be clearly
dentified that the weight loss continues with the increasing of

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction pattern of BSZF powder.

p
h
g
i
f

F
t

Fig. 3. SEM image of the as-prepared BSZF powder.

emperature, which is primary associated with the loss of lattice
xygen and the formation of oxygen vacancy, as described in
he Krönger–Vink notation:

FeFe
••O×o

heating←→2Fe×Fe + Vo
•• + 1/2O2(g) (1)

The non-stoichiometry of BSZF at room temperature was
etermined to be as high as 0.412 [24], and the oxygen stoi-
hiometry reaches the very low value of about 2.35 at 1000 ◦C.
ote that although the oxygen vacancy concentration is very
igh at elevated temperature, BSZF perovskite still kept a cubic
erovskite structure up to 1000 ◦C as confirmed by the in situ

igh-temperature XRD technique [22]. This means that the oxy-
en vacancies in BSZF lattices are disordered, and therefore,
t can be assumed that the ion diffusion rate is high, which is
avorable for the oxygen reduction reaction.

ig. 4. Weight change and oxygen content of the BSZF powder as a function of
emperature.
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.2. Electrical conductivity

For perovskite MIECs, the co-presence of electronic holes
nd oxygen vacancies makes them simultaneously exhibit both
lectronic and ionic conductivity. As electronic conductivity is
t least one order higher than ionic conductivity, the measured
alues (total conductivity) can be mainly referred to electronic
onductivity. Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of elec-
rical conductivity of dense BSZF pellet in air. It can be found
n Fig. 5a that, upon heating, the conductivity increases with
he increasing of temperature (p-type semi-conductivity) and
eaches the maximum value of 9.4 S cm−1 at about 590 ◦C,
fter which, the conductivity begins to decrease (pseudometallic
ehavior). The decrease of the conductivity is mainly associated
ith the loss of the lattice oxygen and the reduction of the B-site

ron ions at elevated temperature.
The reasons for the relatively low conductivity of BSZF
an be mainly intercepted as follows. The first one is the high
acancy concentration in BSZF lattice. As discussed above,
here is large concentration of oxygen vacancy, which will lead to
he significantly decrease in charge carriers concentration and

ig. 5. Electrical conductivity of the BSZF perovskite pellet: (a) conductivity
s a function of the temperature and (b) ln σT vs. 1000/T plot. The measurement
as carried out in air.
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he perturbation the O–(Fe, Zn)–O periodic potential [25]. In
ddition, the vacancies also can act as the scattering centers, or
s random traps for electrons, resulting in the decrease of the car-
ier mobility [26]. The second reason can be ascribed to the fact
hat zinc holds fixed bivalent state, which will not contribute to
onductivity. The conductivity of strontium ferrites (SrFeO3−δ)
as reported as about 17.3 S cm−1 at 700 ◦C [27]. With zinc
oping in B-sites, the conductivity will decrease as expected,
ue to the decrease of the total concentration of B-sites that
articipate in the electronic transport processes. Similar results
ere observed in Al doped SrFeO3−δ system; the conductivity
ecreased with the increase of the Al content. The Mössbauer
pectroscopy results indicated that the concentration of electron
oles localized on iron cations [28] .It could be assumed that
imilar localization may be occurred in BSZF lattices.

The conductivity of BSZF is relative low, and several
erovskite electrode materials with low conductivity have
eported with good electrochemical performances. For exam-
le, the maximum conductivities of BaxSr1−xCo0.8Fe0.2O3−δ

BSCF) were about 20–60 S cm−1 [29]. The conductivity of
a0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3 (LSCM) anode under working condi-

ion (PO2 = 10−20 atm) was about 3 S cm−1 at 800 ◦C [30]. With
ell-coated current collector, the current is expected to pass

cross the porous electrode without distributing on the surface
minimizing the sheet resistance). Compared with the electronic
onductivity (total conductivity), the ionic conduction related to
arge oxygen vacancy concentration should be more important
or SOFC cathode. In the following section, we can found that
SZF cathode exhibits attractive electrochemical performances

or oxygen reduction. For Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ cathode, we
ave found that the doping of trivalent rare earth element, like
m3+, will obviously increase the electrical conductivity while
aintain high electrochemical performance [31,32]. So the con-

uctivity of BSZF is excepted to be enhanced with certain rare
arth element doping.

The Arrhenius plot of BSZF pellet is given in Fig. 5b.
he linear part can be described by the small polaron conduc-

ion mechanism, following the formula: σ = (A/T) exp (−Ea/kT),
here A is material constant including the carrier concentration

erm, Ea the activation energy, k the Boltzmann’s constant and
is the absolute temperature. The activation energy calculated

rom the linear fit is 32.80± 0.02 kJ mol−1.

.3. Electrochemical impedance spectra of symmetric cell

In order to understand the mechanism of oxygen reduction at
he BSZF cathode, impedance measurements were carried out as
he function of oxygen partial pressure. Fig. 6 shows the typical
mpedance spectra of BSZF cathode obtained in various oxygen
artial pressures at 650 ◦C. There are at least two highly over-
apped arcs for these spectra, while it is difficult to distinguish
he high- and low-frequency arc with reasonable accuracy. The
olarization resistance increases from 0.34 � cm2 at 0.95 atm (in

xygen) to 2.03 � cm2 at 0.009 atm (in nitrogen). Especially,
he low-frequency arc changes significantly with the decreas-
ng of oxygen content, suggesting the gas diffusion related
rocesses primarily dominate the cathode reaction. The equa-
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ig. 6. Typical impedance spectra of the BSZF cathode obtained in various
xygen partial pressures (T = 650 ◦C).

ion, Rp = R0
p(PO)−m, is widely used to describe the change of

lectrode resistance with oxygen partial pressure [33] .The mag-
itude of m provides useful insight into the rate-limiting step of
xygen reduction at cathode. Generally, m = 0.25 has been asso-
iated with the charge-transfer process at the TPBs, while m = 0.5
ith oxygen adsorption/desorption processes, and m = 1 with
aseous diffusion of oxygen molecules in porous cathode. Fig. 7
hows the oxygen partial pressure dependence of cathodic Rp
f BSZF cathode at various temperatures (550–800 ◦C). The m
alues vary between 0.53 and 0.40 in the measured temperature
ange, exhibiting a dependence close to (PO2 )0.5. This indicates
hat, for BSZF cathode, the oxygen surface exchange process
rimarily dominates the oxygen reduction reactions. Our results
re similar to other MIEC cathodes. Zhao et al. have observed
(PO2 )0.5 dependence for La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3–Ce0.7Bi0.3O2
LSCF–CBO) composite cathode [34]. Shao and Haile have con-
rmed that the oxygen diffusion in BSCF cathode was rapid and

he surface exchange kinetics was rate determining, as measured
y both impedance spectra and oxygen permeability [12].

ig. 7. Oxygen partial pressure dependence of cathodic Rp for BSZF cathode
t various temperatures.
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ig. 8. Arrhenius plots of the BSZF cathode operated in various oxygen partial
ressures.

The observed polarization resistances (Rp) for BSZF cath-
de are as low as 0.23 � cm2, 0.48 � cm2 and 1.06 � cm2

t 700 ◦C, 650 ◦C and 600 ◦C, respectively. These values are
uch lower than conventional La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSM) cathode
easured under same conditions, which exhibits polarization

esistances of 2.40 � cm2, 4.88 � cm2, 9.97 � cm2 at corre-
ponding temperatures [24]. As both A-site cations of BSZF
re alkaline-earth elements, similar to BSCF, there is a large
oncentration of oxygen vacancies in BSZF and the elec-
rochemically active sites are extended to the whole porous
athode, which makes BSZF cathode exhibit higher perfor-
ance than LSM cathodes. Comparing to the other cobalt-free

athodes, for example, the Rp of La0.4Sr0.6Ni0.2Fe0.8O3−δ

athode on SDC were about 0.5 � cm2 at 700 ◦C and
.1 � cm2 at 800 ◦C [18]. For common used cobalt-containing
a0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ− 30 wt%GDC cathode, the polariza-

ion resistances were about 0.6 � cm2 at 590 ◦C and less than
.1 � cm2 at 690 ◦C [9]. Obviously, the activity of BSZF cath-
de is higher than traditional LSMs and other cobalt-free
athodes. The performance of BSZF is also comparable to
obalt-containing cathode.

Fig. 8 shows the Arrhenius plots of the BSZF cathode tested
n various oxygen partial pressures. Good linear relation can be
ound, and single slope implies that the same reaction mecha-
ism controls the overall electrode behavior in the temperature
ange and PO2 studied. The activation energies (Ea) calculated
rom the slope of the curves change small with oxygen par-
ial pressures. The specific values are 112.9± 1.3 kJ mol−1,
19.8± 2.2 kJ mol−1 for the BSZF cathode in air (0.21 atm) and
xygen (0.95 atm), respectively.

.4. Microstructure

Fig. 9 illustrates the SEM micrographs of the BSZF cath-
de fired at 950 ◦C for 4h. Clearly, porous BSZF cathode

xhibits good, continuous contact with dense SDC substrate. The
icrostructure appears to be homogeneous with well-necked

rains (about 1–2 �m). Fig. 10 shows the cross-sectional view
f the Ni + SDC anode-supported single cell. The adhesion of
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mum power densities (MPDs) of 392 mW cm−2, 208 mW cm−2

and 107 mW cm−2 at 650 ◦C, 600 ◦C and 550 ◦C, respec-
tively (Fig. 12a). At 600 ◦C/0.6 V, the cell exhibits essentially
stable performance for 22 h, as shown in Fig. 12b. Higher
ig. 9. SEM micrographs of the BSZF cathode: (a) cross-sectional view of
DC–BSZF interface and (b) surface top-view.

athode to SDC film is also good and the 24 �m-thick electrolyte
lm is very dense with no cross-membrane cracks. The thick-
ess of BSZF cathodes is about 16–20 �m and the porosity is
stimated to be 25–30%, which is suitable for the transport of
ases and the electrocatalyst reactions.

.5. Single cell performance
Fig. 11 shows the temperature dependence of OCVs of the
ingle cell with BSZF cathode operated in air and oxygen. When
xposed to air, the OCV of the cell is about 0.8 V at 650 ◦C. This
s lower than theoretical value and the OCV of cells with dense

F
B

Fig. 10. SEM micrograph of the single cell (cross-sectional view).

SZ film, which is mainly caused by the reduction of Ce4+

o Ce3+ at the anode atmosphere [35,36]. The OCV increases
ith the decreasing of operating temperature, indicating that the

eduction of Ce4+ is weakened at lower temperatures. When air
s switched to oxygen, the cell OCVs increased obviously with
n increase of 40–50 mV.

Fig. 12a–c shows the performances of the Ni + SDC anode
SDC film| BSZF cathode single cell. With hydrogen as fuel
nd stationary air as oxidant, the cell represents the maxi-
ig. 11. Temperature dependence of the OCV value for the single cell with
SZF cathode operated in air and oxygen.
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Fig. 12. Performances of the Ni + SDC anode |SDC film| BSZF cathode single
cell: (a) I–V and I–P curves of the single cell with BSZF cathode operated in air,
(
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[3] B.C.H. Steele, Solid State Ion. 129 (2000) 95–110.
b) short-term stability of the single cell at 600 ◦C and (c) I–V and I–P curves
f the single cell with BSZF cathode operated in oxygen flow.

utputs are obtained when the cathode is fed by O2 flow,
aximum power densities of 626 mW cm−2, 353 mW cm−2

nd 173 mW cm−2 are achieved at corresponding temperatures.
he obvious improvement of output is mainly ascribed to the
nhanced cathode performance; the oxygen reduction process
s greatly promoted in higher concentration of oxygen, as can

e found in Fig. 5. The polarization resistance of BSZF cathode
s reduced from 0.48 � cm2 in simulated air to 0.35 � cm2 in
xygen.
Sources 176 (2008) 1–8 7

This performance is higher than reported data using other
obalt-free cathodes. With La0.8Sr0.2FeO3−δ cathode, a cell
emonstrated high outputs of 900–950 mW cm−2 at 750 ◦C and
00 mW cm−2 at 650 ◦C with good long-term stability [15].
sing La0.75Sr0.25CuO2.5−δ as cathode, the YSZ thin film cell

howed MPDs of 650 mW cm−2 and 280 mW cm−2 at 800 ◦C
nd 700 ◦C, respectively [20]. But the performance of our cell
s still lower than that with cobalt-based cathode, for exam-
le, the cell with SSC–GDC composite cathode exhibited a
PD of 380 mW cm−2 at 600 ◦C [23]. Further optimization

f the cathode architecture using advanced methods can result
n improvement of cathode/cell performance (e.g. submicro- or
ano-sized BSZF particles will increase the electrochemically
ctive sites).

. Conclusion

In summary, cubic perovskite-type oxide
a0.5Sr0.5Zn0.2Fe0.8O3−δ was successfully synthesized
nd characterized as a novel cobalt-free cathode for the reduced
emperature SOFCs. BSZF exhibited a semi-conductive to

etal conduction transition at about 590 ◦C with a maximum
onductivity value of 9.4 S cm−1. The polarization resistances of
ymmetrical BSZF cathode in air were 0.23 � cm2, 0.48 � cm2

nd 1.06 � cm2 at 700 ◦C, 650 ◦C and 600 ◦C, respectively. The
p values were further reduced when operated in oxygen. The
pproximate (PO2 )0.5 relationship of Rp with oxygen partial
ressure suggested that the oxygen adsorption/desorption
rocess was the reaction rate-limiting step in the measured
emperature range. Using BSZF as cathode, a Ni + SDC anode
upported, 24 �m SDC thin film cell exhibited maximum
ower densities of 392 mW cm−2 and 626 mW cm−2 at 650 ◦C
hen stationary air and oxygen flux was used as oxidant,

espectively. Further modification of the cathode composition
nd microstructure will result in improved performance, making
SZF a prospective cathode material for the IT-SOFCs based
n doped ceria electrolytes.
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